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A job interview is intimidating and challenging. Most people do not have the experience to handle

themselves appropriately to secure the attention and esteem of the interviewer. The average job

candidate is clueless as how to dress, what to say initially, and best to respond to questions. This

book will guide you step by step through a typical interview giving sample answers that will put you

in a good light. If you have a dream job in mind, you will need the tools provided. The suggestions

are practical and clearly explained; the book Interview Skills is never esoteric or confusing. The

point is to prepare in advance and not get surprised when you walk in the door. It is all about selling

yourself to a prospective employer by showing that your background and experience meet his or her

needs in fulfilling the company position.One secret about interviewing is to get the interviewer to

reveal information, so that you can match your skills to what is needed for the job. All the best

techniques are in the pages of this helpful book. Another tip is to research company leaders in

advance and acquire sufficient knowledge of the firmÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mission statement and goals. The

book Interview Skills also amply covers verbal and non-verbal skills, the role of body language, how

to dress to stand out, and the ups and downs of negotiating oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s salary. Last but not

least, the text includes discussing career expectations, oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s strengths and weaknesses,

and being a team player.
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I usually feel anxious whenever i go for interview, and at same time have a cold feet. This book was

able to open my eyes to those things i need to put in mind whenever i go out for a Job interview. It

helped my see the need to understand body language, it also pointed out how i can be able to put

myself in order by staying organized and looking very presentable. I got to learn how to bring out

ideas from the interviewers mind as well. I am really happy to have gone through this well written

book. It was really worth going through.

I am very pleased that I selected this book for my upcoming interview/s. The questions are very

realistic and are the types of queries that are being asked in today's job market. Great insight on

how to answer interview questions and what the hidden meanings are behind the questions. I'd

recommend it to anyone job hunting or wanting to stay sharp incase another opportunity arises. A

must have.

If youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re going to impress in an interview, you need to prepare thoroughly. This

book sets out what to do to prepare, some pointers about how to behave and react in the interview

and what you might expect at an interview. This book i guess is a great help to improve my interview

skills. Regardless of the position I am trying to get, it's important to thoroughly prepare for the

interview.

Awesome tips! Its been a long time since I haven't experience being interviewed for the job. This

time I am planning to move on other job for how many years I have stayed in my current company -

I really forgot how to prepare myself for an interview. This book helped me refresh my mind and built

up my confidence again and proved those panels that I deserved more because I am worth it.

A well balanced book,although i disagree with some points.Interview is one of the most tricky job of

this world. The most important thing not to lose during interview is confidence. The more you

confident the more you have chances to win the game. This book by Guipson Gigby is all about

interview with some tips and tricks to get your dream job.Highly recommended.



That's a helpful and detailed guide to raise your interview skills and get ready for that interview too. I

liked the fact that besides usual tips it also offers tips on appropriate dressing and behaving,

including postures and other non-verbal signs emitted by you and analyzed by the recruiter. I hope it

will help me succeed at my next interview this week

In this book I have learn to be mindful of the fact that more offers are extended in an interview when

the recruiter talks more than the interviewee, who is expected to listen more. The key is to excite the

human resources personnel with our interest in the company. The tips mentions in this book are so

helpful and very applicable in the real world.

I personally found this guide on interviews very helpful. I thought this book lays out everything

clearly and makes things simple to understand without over complicating things. The book is

covering all the aspects: how to behave and what exactly to tell. I think I will be able to apply my

knowledge from this book next time when I look for job.
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